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Abstract—The Virtual Museum of the Pacific was developed by the authors and launched by the Australian Museum in November 2009. A digital ecosystem implemented as Web 2.0 application, the VMP is an experimental platform with information and knowledge acquisition for the Australian Museum’s Pacific collection. Importantly, the VMP facilitates a number of social media interfaces that enable content to be added and tagged, the control vocabulary to be extended, user perspectives to be defined and narratives added via wiki. It is therefore extensible.

This paper concentrates on technical issues involving several search methods: attribute search based on a control vocabulary, query refinement and query-by-example. In doing so, the paper illustrates the issues involved in abstracting a generic collection management framework that can be re-used for developing other semantic Web digital ecosystems for other collection content.

I. INTRODUCTION

In last year’s proceedings, we reported a digital ecosystem based on the representation of an information space derived from concept lattices for tagging, loading and annotating digital objects from a museum collection [12]. The program, a Web 2.0 application called the Virtual Museum of the Pacific (VMP), has now been released. Since then we have re-used the software framework to build other simple Web-based digital ecosystems. This paper reflects on our framework design. COLLECTIONWEB provides an extensible environment for the creation of attribute lists and user-defined perspectives that can be used to flexibly navigate a collection of digital objects based on any user-defined semantic theme. The program also contains a wiki component to encourage its user communities to add narratives to the collection.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce Formal Concept Analysis so that the paper is self-contained. From the theory of Formal Concept Analysis we can then present the digital ecosystems development framework called COLLECTIONWEB. COLLECTIONWEB is a the platform for the creation of a VMP as well as several other Web-based Digital Ecosystems that have or are being developed, including a system called ACE. Next, we turn to the design of the program surveying the literature leading to the current system: the COLLECTIONWEB is the culmination of more than 10 years of research and practice in the use of concept lattices for information browsing [4], [5], [9], [7]. We also examine the feature set of the COLLECTIONWEB to provide a snapshot of the current functionality of the system. We explain and present its interfaces with reference to a technical audience with an interest in knowledge modeling and developing Semantic Web applications.

II. FORMAL CONCEPT ANALYSIS

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [18] is a well-known technique for data analysis that involves the synthesis of a formal concept as a collection of objects that exhibit a common set of attributes. FCA offers a formalization of concepts understood in the philosophical tradition, namely where a concept is considered a unit of thought constituted by its extension and its intension. The theory of FCA argues [17] that by directly representing the context in which formalized concepts are defined, it is possible to provide enough references to allow the interpretation of the formalized concepts in human communication and augmentation. A formal context $K := (G, M, I)$ is a triple where $G$ is a set of formal objects, $M$ is a set of attributes and $I$ is an incidence relation between the objects and the attributes. $I \subseteq G \times M$ is a binary relation where $(g, m) \in I$ is read “object $g$ has attribute $m$” and written $gI m$. A formal context can be represented as a cross-table where the rows represent objects ($G$), the columns attributes ($M$) and the incidence relation $I$ by a series of crosses as shown in Tab. I.

A formal concept can be derived by taking an object and collecting all attributes describing it, then collecting all objects described by those attributes. For instance, taking the object e002509, let $B$ be its attributes, $B = \{\text{body accessories, fan, melanesia, fiji}\}$. Now, let $A$ be the objects that have all attributes in $B$. $A = \{\text{e002509, e090525}\}$ so the formal concept $(A, B)$ is \{\{e090525, e002509\}, \{\text{body accessories, fan, melanesia, fiji}\}\}.

Concepts can be arranged in a specialization hierarchy. A concept $(A, B)$ is a sub-concept of another concept $(C, D)$ if $A \subseteq C$ (or equivalently $B \supseteq D$). Via this definition, more specific concepts have fewer objects and more attributes, e.g., $(A, B) < (C, D)$ where $(A, B) = \{\text{e002509, e090525}\}$, \{\text{body accessories, fan, melanesia, fiji}\} and $(C, D) = \{\text{e002509, e050525, e058551-004}\}$, \{\text{body accessories, melanesia, fiji}\}.

The set of all formal concepts of a formal context, together with the specialization relation, forms an algebraic structure called a concept lattice [18] shown in Fig. 1 and

\[ C \subseteq D \]
of attributes and their values in Formal Concept Analysis. Conceptual scales [13] are a powerful tool that can be used to store views that partition the data being analysed. For example, Table I is actually a sub-context combining two conceptual scales for “body accessory” and “origin”, this can be seen by the fact that “body accessory” an attribute common among all the objects in the context and that the mutually exclusive attributes “polynesia” and “melanesia” are present for each object in the context. Within a FCA system multiple views can be stored and combined to effectively query the data, “body accessory” and “origin” (shown in Table I) are 2 of 15 predefined conceptual scales used in the VMP which include other scales, such as “general keywords”, “indigenous names” or “body accessories”. Other scales (which we call “perspectives” in the user interface but can also be considered as facets in an information retrieval sense) are extensible and can be defined by the stakeholders depending on their interests.

III. SEMANTIC CONCEPTS AND ONTOLOGIES

The digital ecosystem of the Virtual Museum of the Pacific at its simplest level revolves around digital representations of real-world museum artifacts in the virtual collection as individuals. These individuals are encircled by attribute clouds that relate to different feature sets: material, geographic, anthropological, scholarly descriptions, impromptu or informal narratives etc. This architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2.

A key understanding for constructing a generic platform for Web-based Digital Ecosystems is to understand how the digital ecosystem metaphor can be made generic to any collection content. To learn how COLLECTIONWEB can be viewed as a digital ecosystem, we consider its semantic concepts and the ontology of the Digital Ecosystem [1] to situate our work according the standard references and refer to Fig. 2.

Individuation – although abstractions from real world objects, the digital objects in a virtual museum can be considered as individuals, most commonly, an individual is thought of as facets in an information retrieval sense) are extensible and more precisely it is represented as a unique enterprise key with multiple facets represented as metadata, some of which might be rich media including images.

The metadata itself can be multi-faceted, a single real-world object can be represented by several digital images (representing various views of the object) and may contain various metadata tags. For example a given digital object might include the attributes ‘pine’, ‘stone’ and ‘shell’ if from the the Australian Museum’s Pacific Collection or ‘aboriginal’, ‘female’, ‘Sydney’, ‘canvas’ if it describes an art work in ACE.

Attributes are themselves aggregated, so that ‘pine’ is a subclass of ‘wood’ – this builds a containment hierarchy. Likewise, an attribute as a location has a natural containment hierarchy, so the ‘Sydney’ is part of ‘New South Wales’ which in turn is part of ‘Australia’. Attributes can therefore be individuals when they are leaf nodes in the attribute hierarchy. Likewise, users of the COLLECTIONWEB as individuals.

![Diagram](image-url)
Packet Level – the act of tagging an attribute to an object is a packet, this itself can be an act derived from a control vocabulary of attributes via the free definition of an attribute to be used as a tag by a user. Perspectives too are packets, for example the ‘raw material’ perspective might include the attributes ‘wood’, ‘stone’, ‘shell’, ‘metal’ and ‘charcoal’ that help describe what an object is made of. Likewise, the creation of a story or narrative via the wiki describes a packet as does associating one digital object with another or with rich multimedia. A user is associated with a group – this is also a packet – e.g. curator, director, dealer, collector, researcher, public or indigenous community member.

Context – the arrangement of digital objects within a formal concept indicates all relevant objects within that context. Context then has several meanings in the COLLECTIONWEB, the context of the collection, say the 427 objects selected from over 60,000. Also, the search, browsing or navigation context, take for instance the Web services call getConcept(‘polynesia’, ‘samoa’, ‘wood’). This might return five objects that satisfy the attributes ‘polynesia’, ‘samoa’ and ‘wood’. The induced formal concept is a context. So too, a ‘perspective’ is a context because it represents a many-valued context in the theory of formal concept analysis [18].

Ecosystem – the information space formed by the object attributes themselves, 427 objects in the case of the VMP and 60 in the case of ACE, but more more ambitiously, multiple, linked museums sharing the same control vocabulary form the infrastructure of a more extensive digital ecosystem. Similarly, the stakeholders all represent ecosystems of related interest. Exactly an extension of the VMP work is proposed by the Australian Museum to link its partner museums and pacific content.

Cross-Ecosystem Relationships – any inferences that are formed as a result of user communities tagging and annotating objects (or writing wiki entries) in their own group, represent relationships across ecosystems. For example, historians, anthropologists and curators are each members of their own ‘group’. If Anthropologists are a group within their own ‘ecosystem’ and the historians belong to another, a cross-ecosystem relationship is formed from their respective collaborative inputs into the COLLECTIONWEB.

A. Navigation and Conceptual Neighborhoods

Kim and Compton [15] developed a document navigation interface using Formal Concept Analysis [18] and a conceptual neighborhood display. Their program, KANavigator uses

Fig. 3. ImageSleuth: the interface presents only the extent of the current concept as thumbnails and generalizations/specializations by removal/addition of attributes (tags) to reach the upper and lower neighbors (shown to the top/bottom of the thumbnails). Pre-defined scales (called perspectives) are displayed on the left. The thumbnail images shown in the screenshot are from the SIMS2.
annotated documents that can be browsed by keyword. The program displays the direct neighborhood (in particular the lower neighbors) as its interface. At the time, this emphasis on the use of textual labels as representations of single formal concepts (as opposed to a line diagram of the concept lattice) broke with many of the discipline’s traditions. However, subsequent usability studies have shown that an interface based on a conceptual neighborhood has significant usability merit [10], [8], simplifying the interaction and enabling non-expert users to intuitively interact with a concept lattice as a representation of an information space.

**COLLECTION WEB** interfaces follows from experimentation with three different applications — ImageSleuth 2.0 [9] is the progenitor **COLLECTION WEB** application shown in Fig. 3. It employs the conceptual neighbourhood paradigm for browsing and display purposes. The **COLLECTION WEB** is however supplemented with the ability to tag and annotate objects (images and their metadata) using an extensible control vocabulary and a wiki. Another **COLLECTION WEB** system called ACE (was developed by Wray and Eklund) and usability testing was conducted on that program involving a trial with 25 test subjects. Interface design flaws were then discovered with ACE usability testing as the focus and these were then applied to **COLLECTION WEB** and downstream to upgrade the VMP interface. Within a **COLLECTION WEB** application, users can create new perspectives (concept scales [18]). The user can edit and add new attributes (tags) to the control vocabulary that can be used to create/edit the perspectives. New objects can be added to the system allowing the virtual collection content to grow. The program therefore represents an extensible museum content management system with a flexible mechanism for adding, exploring and tagging the set of objects in the collection. This can be done through the provision of Web Services, allowing the development of any Web or desktop application on any platform to query and extend the collection.

**B. Design and Architecture**

**COLLECTION WEB** is no substitute for a physical museum experience, it is intended as an entirely new experience. This apparent conflict needs careful stage management in terms of the diffusion of the **COLLECTION WEB**, incremental, bottom-up and relatively small scale initially. Our first efforts are with 427 in the VMP and 60 objects with ACE for this reason.

Further, the project adopts an agile development approach, with whole of system development, unit and iterative usability testing as key aspects of the development life-cycle.

**IV. COLLECTION WEB: INTERFACES AND OPERATION**

Within a **COLLECTION WEB** application, users can upload new content in the form of objects and tags. It is important that a rigid view of the collections shall not be imposed - for this reason, any meta-data associated with an object is converted into a form that can be represented by tags. Subsequently, the meta-data and description of any object within the collection can be described by tags within a control vocabulary as shown in Fig. 7. User communities can expand this vocabulary by adding new tags and definitions as shown in Fig. 6. Additionally, Fig. 5 demonstrates the ability to upload images and media associated with each object. Every object must have at least one image representation, so as to provide a meaningful and visual experience while browsing the collection. **COLLECTION WEB** uses most of its interface to show thumbnails of images in the extent of the chosen concept (see Fig. 9). The lattice structure around the current concept is represented through the list of upper and lower neighbours which allow the user to move to super- or sub-concepts.

**A. Adding Narratives to the Collection**

Integrating a wiki with **COLLECTION WEB** was the first step towards providing user communities with the ability to add and enhance the virtual collection. Just as in other wiki’s the content will need to be moderated and users will be asked to register and verify their identity by email. The other management interfaces, such as for adding objects, attributes and perspectives, have more restricted access.
B. Search and Query-By-Example

Browsing is achieved by moving to neighboring concepts. In many cases the user will want to go directly to images having a certain set of attributes. This is offered by the direct search function that enables the use to type attributes into a text field. Another type of search is performed by the query-by-example. Instead of defining a set of attributes, a set of objects is defined as the sample set. The query-by-example function then computes the common attributes of these images (in the selected sub-context) and returns all other images having these attributes. In this way, query-by-example is the dual of the search function. While the search for images having certain attributes is not affected by the removal or addition of perspectives to the sub-context, query-by-example depends on the selected sub-context. The more attributes taken into consideration, the smaller the set of images that have exactly the same attributes as the query example.

C. Concept Similarity

The aim of query-by-example is to find objects which are similar to the objects in a given sample set. This is a narrow understanding of similarity, implying equivalence in the considered sub-context; for the query-by-example function two objects are “similar” in a sub-context. If the objects are uniquely described by the attributes in the chosen sub-context then query-by-example seldom yields new information.

A more general approach is to define a similarity measure for pairs of concepts. Similarity of two objects $g$ and $h$ is then described as the similarity of the attribute sets $g'$ and $h'$. In order to use the grouping of objects provided by the formal concepts, the VMP works with a similarity measure on semi-concepts which allows the return of a ranked list of similar concepts. The similarity measure is derived from the metrics described in [6] and provide a relevance ranking mechanism.

V. RELATED WORK AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

In terms of the design and implementation of the COLLECTIONWEB framework, we have previously identified the individuals and their roles within the digital ecosystem along with an outline of an access control model [11]. In spite of this, we have yet to fully test it among a large user base of tagging, annotations or other cross-ecosystem interactions. In addition, we will aim to address the challenge of incorporating user-defined tags and annotations within existing collections. These
ideas are currently being explored in the literature concerned with the harvesting of social tagging meta-data in adding value to collections [3][14][2] and a parallel cross-institutional project known as the steve.museum [16].

The scalability of the CollectionWeb framework remains a further, and critical, determinant of its practical use in large collections. In doing so, we plan on making the content within the Virtual Museum of the Pacific and ACE collection-complete, allowing us to assess the performance of its Web Services components and its practical use in augmenting the exploration and social tagging of large collections.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described the CollectionWeb framework as a way of building Web-based digital ecosystems. In CollectionWeb systems objects of a digital collection of virtual museum artifacts are derived from facets of the physical artifacts held in original collection. CollectionWeb permits several diverse search methods: attribute search based on a control vocabulary, search via query refinement and query-by-example. The framework provides a number of management interfaces that enable content to be added and tagged, the control vocabulary to be extended, user perspectives to be defined and narratives added via a wiki. We describe CollectionWeb as a Semantic Web application generation framework that uses a Formal Concept Analysis Web service engine. We identify elements of the digital ecosystem by purpose, function and stakeholder. We describe and offer solutions to digital ecosystems design in terms of the deployment, the technological platform.
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